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Abstract
This study undertook an appraisal of entrepreneurial education in higher institutions and the correlation to youths’
economic empowerment national economic development. It was prompted by the problem of growing rate of
unemployment amongst the country’s youth population especially the young graduates. The objectives sought
were to examine the current rate of youths’ unemployment and the implications on entrepreneurship adoption
and Nigeria economic development; determine the key drivers of Asian Tigers economic growth from the 1960
to 2000 and the role of education; and ascertain the extent entrepreneurial education in higher institutions could
boost Nigeria’s economic development. The study adopted a combination of survey and desk research. Data
analysis was qualitatively and quantitatively done. The quantitative was through Spearman’s correlation
coefficient. Results obtained reveal that the high rate of youths’ unemployment and low rate of entrepreneurship
adoption by the youths have significant negative effect on the nation’s economic development. The key drivers
of economic growth of the Four Asian Tigers between 1960 and 2000 were sound government policies on
entrepreneurial, technical & vocational education. That entrepreneurial education in higher institutions can
significantly boost Nigeria’s economic development. It was then recommended among other things that: The
Nigerian youths must as matter of urgency take entrepreneurship much more serious, as a veritable complement
to their educational attainment and as a surety for future greatness in the corporate world, and consequent
boosting of the nation’s economy.
Keywords: entrepreneurial education, higher institutions, youths’ unemployment, economic development
1. Introduction
Entrepreneurship is the demonstration of skills, knowledge, ability and attitude in the management of a business
enterprise. It involves risks, decision-making, organizational and managerial competence on the part of the
entrepreneur in order to effectively manage a business venture in our global competitive market place. It is the
aggregation of the myriads of diverse entrepreneurial productivities, marketing of same and the pool of
consequent accrued resources that account largely for national development. There, lies the success story of the
Asian tigers that swept and nearly dominated the global economy from the 1970s to 2000. All these entail that if
you want to run a business successfully, you must be armed with knowledge of what entrepreneurship is all
about and the basic managerial, accounting, statutory cum legal and physical requirements for achieving the goal.
It was the foregoing that informed the introduction and emphasis on entrepreneurship curriculum in Nigerian
universities by the National Universities’ Commission (NUC).
Meanwhile, this paper is focused on shedding more light on the place of entrepreneurship education as a
veritable tool for national development and a model for harnessing economic growth especially in a dire period
of economic recession as we have in the country today, by drawing lessons from the experiences of the Asian
tigers. Barro (1998) observed that until recent years, many East Asian countries popularly called the four Asian
Tigers—Hong Kong, Singapore, South Korea and Taiwan, where growth rates of real per capita gross domestic
product from 1960 to 2000 were around 6% per year were widely regarded as economic miracles. Others like
Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand and China also made remarkable economic records in those years. These
performances placed this East Asian group at the top of the world’s growth list. According to Mascelluti (2015),
the countries that grew the most and became the examples of an extraordinary growth process in the dominant
years of the Asian tigers were the Four Asian Tigers, namely Hong Kong, Singapore, South Korea and Taiwan.
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1.1 Statement of the Problem
The stuttering growth of the Nigerian economy in critical sectors like small and medium-scale enterprises (SMEs)
and the consequent growing rate of unemployment amongst the country’s youth population especially the young
graduates has been a cause for concern to all well-meaning citizens of the country. All efforts by previous
administrations at boosting the country’s economic growth and checkmating youths’ unemployment through
various schemes like the National Directorate of Employment (NDE) programme, and many more, failed.
Eze, Odigbo & Ehikwe (2015) point out that it is one thing to start a business and another to achieve
organisational survival, success and growth. Their study also reveals that sustaining and growing remains a big
challenge for many Nigerian enterprises, especially during periods of economic down-turns, as we have today.
This calls for astute entrepreneurial education for the acquisition of requisite knowledge, skills and attitude that
serve as guarantor for long-term business development, survival and growth, more so, in this era of diffusive
youths’ unemployment in the country. A report from the Rise Network (2013) showed that the country’s overall
unemployment rate in 2011 was 23.9 percent, with youths’ unemployment accounting for over 50 percent of that.
The National Bureau of Statistics (NBS) on its own admitted in its “2012 National Baseline Youth Survey Report”
issued in Abuja that 54 per cent of Nigerian youths were unemployed in 2012, while the Central Bank of Nigeria
reports that 80 per cent of Nigerian youths were without jobs in 2014 (CBN, 2014). With all these points in view,
could entrepreneurship education serve as the driver for the survival of small and medium-scale enterprises in
Nigeria, curbing youths’ unemployment and consequently boosting the nation’s economic development? Finding
answers to this poser, is the major thrust of this analysis.
1.2 Objectives of the Study
The main objective of this situation analysis study was to ascertain the place of entrepreneurship education in
promoting economic and national development in Nigeria, lessons from the Asian Tigers. The specific objectives
were:
1)

To examine the current rate of youths’ unemployment and the implications on entrepreneurship adoption and
Nigeria economic development.

2)

To determine the key drivers of Asian Tigers economic growth from the 1960 to 2000 and the role of
education.

3)

To ascertain the extent entrepreneurial education in higher institutions could boost Nigeria’s economic
development.

2. Literature Review
2.1 Theoretical Framework: The Theory of Economic Growth
Theories of economic growth focus on the aggregation of goods and services produced in a nation over a long
period of time. The neo-classical theorists believe that for a nation to witness economic growth there must be
diminishing returns in capital and labour followed by technological advancement (Economicshelp.org, 2007).
Another school of thought believes that economic growth must be linked to the level of poverty, standard of living
index and general citizens’ welfare in a country. Belonging to this group is Mascelluti (2015) who observes that
economic growth is a macroeconomic phenomenon that explains the remarkable differences in income and
standards of living across countries. It is fundamental in order to address issues concerning differences in the speed
of growth and the level of poverty across countries. Another school of economist theorists measure economic
growth in terms of the unit of the national gross domestic product (GDP). The GDP they say, is a measure of the
value of all of the goods and services produced in a country in a year (Weil, 2003). Blanchard, Amighini and
Giavazzi (2011) stated that GDP is the value of the final goods and services produced in the economy or the sum
total of the value added of all firms, which is defined as the value of its production minus the value of the
intermediate goods used in production. From the foregoing, therefore, the GDP can be estimated both from the
production side, the income side and the standard of living side.
Hence, measuring economic growth, some economists compare the different living standards across countries and
their relative currencies with the use of purchasing power parity exchange rates. Again, the use of output per capita,
ܻܰ, which involves the division of real output by the size of the population in a country, gives more reliable results
when measuring economic progress and comparing different incomes. The importance of output per capita relies
on the fact that it allows to derive differences in living standards, the soul of human happiness (Mascelluti, 2015).
The implications of all these, is that successful entrepreneurship is a sine qua non for improved citizens’ welfare
and standard of living, economic growth and national development.
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2.2 Entrepreneurship and Development: The Nexus
Ait.org (2014), said the entrepreneur is one who is willing to bear the risk of a new venture if there is a significant
chance for profit. He also plays the role of an innovator who markets his innovation. He develops new goods or
processes that the market demands are not currently being supplied. Drucker (2005) observes that the entrepreneur
is someone who actually searches for change, responds to it, and exploits change as an opportunity.
The U.S. Department of State Bureau of International Information Programs reports that most economists today
agree that entrepreneurship is a necessary ingredient for stimulating economic growth and employment
opportunities in all societies. In the developing world, successful small businesses are the primary engines of job
creation, income growth, and poverty reduction. Therefore, in the developing world, government support for
entrepreneurship is a crucial strategy for economic development (Ait.org, 2014). Hence, the Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD, 2003) advised that policies to foster entrepreneurship are
essential to job creation and economic growth. This must have informed the priority place being given to
entrepreneurship by the Nigerian government through various agencies, and the emphasis on entrepreneurship as a
compulsory course for all students in the University of Calabar today. The U.S. Department of State Bureau of
International Information Programs listed some personal attributes and skills that most successful entrepreneurs
share in common to include: creativity, dedication, determination, flexibility, leadership, passion and
self-confidence (Ait.org, 2014).
2.3 Economic Growth and National Development
Palmer (2012) notes that economic growth refers to an increase in the productive capacity of an economy as a
result of the economy capable of producing additional quantities of goods and services. Normally standard of
living is measured by the quantity of goods and services available to citizens in a country, so that economic growth
is synonymous with an increase in the general standard of living.
On the other hand, national development entails the ability of a nation to improve the lives of its citizens. The
measures of the improvement include material, such as an increase in the gross domestic product (GDP), or
social, such as literacy rates, educational levels and availability of healthcare (Reference.com, 2015). Mindful of
this fact, Akinyemi (2015), asserts that economic growth is different from national development, because
national development comes only when the citizens’ standard of living is growing in line with the economic
growth. Maekae (2013) added that education is critical to national development, because quality education
promotes citizens’ level of productivity.
2.4 Graduate Unemployment in Nigeria and Economic Development
According to the Central Bank of Nigeria, 80 per cent of Nigerian youths were without jobs in 2014 (CBN,
2014). This is despite repeated figures released by the National Bureau of Statistics indicating that the Nigerian
economy was experiencing positive growth rate. The National Bureau of Statistics (NBS) on its own admitted
that 54 per cent of Nigerian youths were unemployed in 2012. This was contained in the “2012 National
Baseline Youth Survey Report” issued in Abuja by the NBS in collaboration with the Federal Ministry of Youth
Development (NBS, 2013). According to Sunnews (2014), the gravity of Nigeria’s unemployment problem,
especially graduate unemployment, is reflected by the trampling of graduate job seekers to death during
stampedes at a 2013 Nigeria Immigration Service (NIS) recruitment drive across the country. That incident,
alone, tells us that something needs to be done urgently to address the scourge of unemployment in the country.
World Bank statistics in 2013 put the number of Nigerians living in destitution at 100 million, while its 2014
report put Nigeria among the five poorest countries in the world. The high rate of unemployment and low per
capita income in the country are just two of the indices used by the World Bank in arriving at this assessment.
All levels of government in the country need to be reminded that unemployment, especially among youths, is a
time bomb for any country (Eze, Odigbo, & Ehikwe, 2015; Sunnews, 2014).
In the same vein, Omeje (2005) in Eze, Odigbo & Ehikwe (2015), reports that a staggering and growing level of
youth unemployment in Nigeria, leading to hopelessness, restiveness and feelings of frustration, often
precipitates or fuels violent conflicts in the country. High population growth rate amid unsatisfactory economic
performance compounds the problem of youth unemployment in Nigeria. There is a markedly unfavourable
imbalance between Nigeria’s population growth rate and economic performance. Expansion of the economy to
create employment opportunities for young school leavers and graduates has been rather sluggish. This heightens
the risk and incidents of anti-establishment protests and frustration-related violence. The frustration and
vulnerability of the youths make it possible for them to be recruited, inspired or hired for violence with relative
ease. In the midst of mass misery and poverty, violence is seen and promoted as an economic opportunity by
many subalterns and jobless youths (Omeje, 2005). This phenomenon resonates with the greed versus grievance
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theory of P
Paul Collier & Anke Hoeffleer (2002).
It is unforrtunate that tw
wo years after, the announcement by the ppresent Governnment of Nigeeria to confron
nt the
problem oof graduates’ unemployment
u
t frontally, throough a massivve youths’ agrricultural progrramme is yet to be
matched w
with significaant action. T
The governmeent had prom
mised to collaaborate with States and Local
L
Governmeents to innovaatively fund yyouths in com
mmercial agribbusiness progrrammes and laaunch Agriculltural
Support Prrogrammes that will drive aagricultural lannd developmennt and mechannization (Nigeerianmonitor, 2015;
2
Newsheaddline, 2015). This very onne seems to go the way of the numeerous youths’ skills-acquisition,
economic--empowermentt and agricultuural programm
mes had been tried in the paast without muuch success. There
T
was the scchool-to-land programme,
p
thhe National Directorate of E
Employment sskills-acquisitioon programme
e, the
SURE-P aand many morre of such youuths’ empoweerment and em
mployment-genneration progrrammes that didn’t
d
yield the eexpected resultt. All these info
formed the mottivation for thiis critical appraaisal of entreprreneurial education
in higher iinstitutions annd Nigeria ecoonomic develoopment for enhhanced youthss’ skills-acquissition, employ
yment
and econom
mic empowerm
ment in Nigeriia.
Accordingg to Ndifreke (2013),
(
for Niggerian youths,, especially thee teeming uneemployed gradduates to contrribute
meaningfuully to national economic development, the bulk of the task lies in the abilitty of the Nigerian
governmennt and leadersship to providde an enablingg environmennt where creattivity and innovation is birrthed,
nurtured, grown and exxpanded with a sincere motive and drivee towards ecoonomic develoopment and pe
eople
developmeent. Ndifreke (2013)
(
howeveer, advised thee youths of thee country not tto give up, butt to arm themselves
with extannt skills-based knowledge,
k
loook inward for creativity, nettwork with likee minds and grroups as a sure
e way
getting ouut of their econnomic woods. In the same vvein, Abasi (2013) pointed oout that there could be a turrning
point, if N
Nigeria, apprropriately harnnesses its vasst resources. If nothing iss done to catter for sustain
nable
employmeent and favourrable economicc conditions, cconsidering Niigeria’s currennt demographyy and the proje
ected
200 millioon people in 20050; then the m
most populouss African counntry would havve faced undesiired and dark days.
So, it is inncumbent on thhe leadership oof this great coountry to start acting and thinnking beyond the present. To cut
youths’ unnemployment through farmiing, the rural aareas of the coountry must bbe provided with basic amen
nities
like clean pipe-borne waater, electricityy, good roads, functional heaalthcare and edducational systtems that will make
m
the areas attractive and stem the tidee of rural-urbaan migration ((Eze, Odigbo, & Ehikwe, 22015). Government
should also assist to revvamp the varioous cottage inddustries startedd by individuaals in the counntry which failed to
survive duue to high operating energy costs, multiple taxation prooblems, dependdence on impoorted raw mate
erials
and many other problem
ms (Abasi, 20133).
2.5 Nigeriaa Unemploymeent Rate, 20066-2018
An authoriitative report from
f
Nigeria’ss National Bureeau of Statisticcs (NBS, 20188), reveal that uunemployment rate
in the counntry increased to 18.80 perceent in the thirdd quarter of 20017 from 16.200 percent in thee second quartter of
2017. Uneemployment Rate in Nigeria averaged 10.663 percent from
m 2006 until 22017, reaching an all-time hig
gh of
19.70 perccent in the fouurth quarter off 2009 and a reecord low of 55.10 percent inn the fourth quuarter of 2010. See
Figure 1 foor a graphic staatistics of this.

Figure 1. Nigeria’s unnemployment rate, 2006-20118
Source: Natioonal Bureau of Staatistics (2018), Niigeria's unemploym
ment rate.http://w
www.nigerianstat.ggov.ng/
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Table 1 gives a picture of the unemployment rate measurement of the number of people actively looking for a
job as a percentage of the labour force in Nigeria in 2018. It provides a comparative report of Nigeria’s 2018
unemployment rate with previous years. The data posts the historical high and low, short-term forecast and
long-term prediction, economic calendar and survey consensus as at September, 2018.
Table 1. Number of people actively looking for jobs and the labour force in Nigeria, 2018
Nigeria Labour
Unemployment Rate
Population
Living Wage Family
Living Wage Individual
Employed Persons
Employment Change
Employment Rate
Unemployed Persons
Wages High Skilled
Wages Low Skilled
Youth Unemployment Rate

Last
18.80
190.89
131700.00
40100.00
69090.00
187226.00
81.20
15998.00
57200.00
25500.00
33.10

Previous
16.20
185.99
131700.00
40100.00
70354.90
155444.00
83.80
13585.20
57200.00
25500.00
29.50

Highest
19.70
190.89
131700.00
40100.00
70665.90
499521.00
93.60
15998.00
57200.00
25500.00
33.10

Lowest
5.10
45.14
131700.00
40100.00
66951.00
79465.00
81.20
4672.00
57200.00
25500.00
11.70

Unit
percent
Million
NGN/Month
NGN/Month
Thousand
Jobs
percent
Thousand
NGN/Month
NGN/Month
percent

[+]
[+]
[+]
[+]
[+]
[+]
[+]
[+]
[+]
[+]
[+]

2.6 Importance of Entrepreneurship Education to Unemployed Youths
The importance of entrepreneurship to unemployed youths, especially the Nigerian graduates cannot be
underscored. They include:
1)

The offering of the opportunity of being your own boss by choosing the type of business to do and with whom
to do it. You decide what hours to work, as well as what to pay and whether to take vacations or not.

2)

Entrepreneurship offers you a greater possibility of achieving significant financial rewards than working for
someone else.

3)

Entrepreneurship provides you the ability to be involved in the total operation of your business, from concept
to design and creation, from sales to business operations and customer response.

4)

Entrepreneurship offers you the prestige of being the person in charge.

5)

Entrepreneurship gives you the opportunity to build equity, which can be kept, sold, or passed on to your sons
and or daughters.

6)

Entrepreneurship gives you an opportunity to contribute to national economic development, employment
generation and social peace in your country like Aliko Dangote of Nigeria, Bill Gates of United States of
America, Steve Jobs the co-founder of Apple, Mike Adenuga of Globacom, and many more.

2.7 Entrepreneurial Education and National Economic Development
The American Heritage School Dictionary (1977) defines education as the process of imparting or obtaining
knowledge or skill from someone believed to have the knowledge or skill. Entrepreneurial education therefore, is
the process of obtaining knowledge or receiving formal instruction in the principles and techniques of
entrepreneurship for optimal performance in all areas of business. Etuk (2016) emphasizes that entrepreneurial
education is one of the best ways to upward mobility in an expanding industrial society. Such education,
however, should not comprise general education components alone, but it should serve to form a bridge to link
what is learnt in the classroom with what obtains in industry, that is an educational form that can break the jinx
between ordinary book knowledge (general education) and technico-vocational knowledge that combines the
most needed technological know-how and skill that is relevant to industry. Odigbo, Eze and Ehikwe (2016),
buttressed this viewpoint by pointing out that it was what led to the globally-acclaimed success of the Asian
tigers between 1960s and 1990s.
According to Ogwo (2016), the poor state of affairs being experienced in the marketing of locally-produced
goods in Nigeria, by both big and small-scale enterprise is attributable to a number of factors which include:
lacuna in the interaction and synergy between marketing education and society on the one hand, and
inadequacies in the intellectual preparation of marketers in Africa. Thomas (1986) cited in Ogwo (2016),
outlines the requisite educational resources for successful entrepreneurship to include: (1). Planning skills. (2).
Environmental awareness. (3). Organizational ability. (4). Segmentation/product development skills. (5).
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Behavior analysis skillls. (6). Markeet research coommissioning skills. (7). IInformation annalysis skills. (8).
Innovationn management skills. (9). Strategic thinnking skills. ((10). Sales annd advertisingg managementt and
productivity managemennt skills. (11). M
Marketing mixx optimizationn skills. (12). Innterdepartmenttal cooperation
n and
conflict reesolution skillls. (13). Finanncial managem
ment skills. (14). Systems thinking skilll. (15). Ability to
comprehennd long term innterests of the company, andd (16). Ability to ‘market’ maarketing enthuusiastically.
Anyanwu (2016), particuularly harped on the need foor the SMEs too acquire rudim
mentary researrch skills, as on
ne of
the educattional resourcees and surest w
ways to enhancce the growth oof the SMEs inn the country, because a problem
recognizedd is half-solveed. Research, he said, is aall about geneerating relevannt data, analyzzing such data for
informatioon which will enable
e
entrepreeneurs to makee informed deccisions.
3. Method
dology
The review
w is a situationn analysis studyy (SAS) based on a combinattion of survey and desk reseaarch. The data from
the surveyy were sourcedd from primaryy sources and qquantitatively aanalysed, whille data on the ddesk research came
c
from extannt literature annd qualitativelyy analysed. Foour countries ppopularly calleed the Asian T
Tigers (Hong Kong,
K
Singapore, South Korea and Taiwan), were selected for the desk reesearch, whilee three major commercial citiies in
South-East of Nigeria: Nnewi,
N
Aba and Onitsha were selected for tthe survey.
4. Data Prresentation an
nd Analysis
4.1 Analyysis of Researrch Objective 1: To Exam
mine the Currrent Rate of Youths’ Unem
mployment and
d the
Implications on Entrepreeneurship Adopption and Nigeeria Economicc Developmentt

Figuure 2. Nigeria Y
Youth Unemplloyment Rate October 2014 to July 2016
Source: http://www.tradingecoonomics.com/nigerria/youth-unemplooyment-rate

ween
From figurre 2 above, it could be seenn that there is a trend of steaady rise in youuths’ unemployyment rate betw
October 2014 and July 2016. The im
mplications of tthis is that yoouths who facttor-in entrepreeneurship into their
future plann as either “opption A” or theeir “option B” are wiser and ensured of a gguaranteed succcessful future than
those who do not. Howeever, the high rrate of youths’ unemploymennt and low ratee of entrepreneeurship adoptio
on by
the youthss, have significcant negative eeffect on the naation’s econom
mic developmennt.
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4.2 Analyssis of Objectivve 2: To Determ
mine the Key D
Drivers of Asiian Tigers Ecoonomic Growthh From the 1960 to
2000 and tthe Role of Edducation

Figure 3. Assian Tigers ecoonomic growthh from the 19600 to 2000 and tthe role of eduucation.
Source: Masccelluti, Eleonora (2015).
(
The Extraoordinary Growth oof the Four Asian Tigers. http://tesi.eprints.luiss.it/152269/1/176201.pdff

whole world bby the four Asian Tigers betw
ween
Figure 3 shhows a steadyy economic groowth rate that surprised the w
1960 t0 20000. The mainn variables whiich accounted for the fast annd sustainable growth of thee Four Asian Tigers
T
were sounnd governmennt policies, enntrepreneurial, technical & vocational edu
ducation. Here, higher education
contributedd insignificanntly. This resuult finds suppoort in Etuk (22016), which emphasizes thhat entreprene
eurial
education should not coomprise generaal education components aloone, but shoulld serve to forrm a bridge to
o link
what is leaarnt in the classsroom with w
what obtains inn industry, thatt is an educatioonal form thatt can break the
e jinx
between oordinary book knowledge (ggeneral educattion) and techhnico-vocational knowledge that combines the
most needed technologiccal know-how and skill that iis relevant to iindustry.
C
4.3 Analyssis of Objectivve 3: To Asceertain the Exteent Entrepreneeurial Educatiion in Higher Institutions Could
Boost Nigeeria’s Economic Developmennt
This sectioon was a survvey where prim
mary data souurced through structured quuestion was ussed in the analysis.
The area oof study was three
t
major coommercial citiies in South-E
East of Nigeriaa: Nnewi, Abaa and Onitsha.. The
populationn of the study was 13,000, comprising off students from
m two federall universities: The University of
Nigeria, E
Enugu Campuss, and Nnamdii Azikiwe Uniiversity, Awkaa, with one staate-owned uniiversity, the Enugu
State Univversity of Scieence and Technology. A saample size off 400 was stattistically deterrmined using Taro
Yamane aat 5% margin of error. The instrument was structureed in five-poinnt Likert scalle. Non-probab
bility
purposive sampling techhnique was ussed to distribuute the questioonnaire. Data analysis emplloyed was thrrough
Spearman Correlation cooefficient. Outt of the 400 quuestionnaire coopies distributeed, 378 copies representing 94.50%
9
were correectly completedd and returnedd. The responddents were in thhe age range of 16 years to 330 years.
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Test of Hyypothesis on Objective
O
3:
Ho: Entreppreneurial eduucation in higher institutions cannot significantly boost N
Nigeria’s econoomic developm
ment.
Hi: Entreppreneurial educcation in higheer institutions ccan significanttly boost Nigerria’s economicc development.
Test Statisstics = Spearm
man Correlationn Coefficient (rs)
Table 4. Sttatistical test of
o hypothesis 1
Optionss
Stronglyy Agree
Agree
Undecidded
Disagreee
Stronglyy Disagree

Data 1
160
173
15
17
13

Data 2
123
137
38
36
44

Rank 1
4
5
2
3
1

Rank 2
4
5
2
1
3

D
0
0
0
2
-2

d2
0
0
0
4
4

∑d2 = 0 + 0 + 0 + 4 + 4 = 8
So rS = 1- 2 x ∑d2/ n(n2-1)
rS = 1- (2 x 8) / n(n2-1)
rS =1- 2 x 8 / 5(52 – 1)
rS =1- 0.1333 = 0.866

Figurre 3. Interpretaation of the result of the speaarman correlatiion coefficientt
n, we
Since the result of the Spearman Corrrelation Coeffficient (rs = 00.866) shows a strong positiive correlation
hereby rejject the Ho annd accept the Hi which sayys that “entreppreneurial eduucation in highher institutionss can
significanttly boost Nigerria’s economicc development.”
5. Summaary of Results
A summarry of the resultts obtained werre that:
1)

The hhigh rate of youths’
y
unempployment and low rate of enntrepreneurshiip adoption byy the youths, have
signifficant negativee effect on the nation’s econoomic developm
ment.

2)

The m
main variables which accounnted for the ecoonomic growthh of the Four A
Asian Tigers bbetween 1960-2000
were sound governm
ment policies, entrepreneuriaal, technical & vocational edducation.

3)

Entreepreneurial eduucation in highher institutions can significanntly boost Nigeeria’s economiic developmen
nt.

6. Discusssion of Findings
Favourablee government policies devooid of policy iinconsistencies were amongg the major drrivers of the Asian
A
Tigers ecoonomy. There were
w
also aggrressive effortss into international trade fouunded on a pollicy of reduction in
tariffs for both import and
a export gooods, and the decrease in thhe restrictions to trade and in the barrierrs for
internationnal inflows of capital.
c
The impliccations of thiss result are thhat the governnment of Nigeeria must at alll times ensuree that policiess that
motivate and encouragge the entreppreneurial spiirit in the N
Nigerian youthh are put inn place. Effe
ective
implementtation of such policies must also be ensurred. A situationn where such laudable progrrammes in the
e past
were killedd through the ambit
a
of corrupption can no loonger be toleraated in this couuntry.
Another seecond factor that
t
accountedd for the fast ggrowth of the economies off the four Asiaan Tigers was their
governmennts’ emphasis on entrepreneeurial, technicaal and vocatioonal education within the peeriod under rev
view.
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Economists over the world, use human capital development as one of the factors for measuring the productivity of
a country. Entrepreneurial, technical and vocational education led to huge accumulation of skilled human capital,
which played a critical role in the incredible growth of the Asian Tigers.
The governments’ of the four Asian Tigers promoted more of technical and vocational studies and as there were
lowered rates of tertiary education enrolment. As could be seen more students were enrolled in technical schools
following the governments’ desire to meet the needs of the future industry. The strong support of the technical and
vocational schools reduced the space for the enrollment in tertiary education which was perceived as an even more
egalitarian road.
The implication of this result is that entrepreneurship, technical and vocational skills as being taught by the
University of Calabar Entrepreneurship Development Centre, holds the key to economic greatness for the
Nigerian youth.
7. Recommendations and Lessons from the Asian Tigers
The lessons derivable from the Asian economic miracle of the 1960s to 2000 for successful youths’
entrepreneurships culture in Nigeria include the following:
1)

Massive entrepreneurship by citizens of any country is the key to economic and national greatness.

2)

If the Asian Tigers’ population with low educational rate could perform such a globally acclaimed economic
feat, the Nigerian population with a youth population with higher literacy rate and tertiary educational
attainments could even do better, with faith.

3)

The Nigerian youths must as matter of urgency take entrepreneurship much more serious, as a veritable
complement to their educational attainment and as a surety for future greatness in the corporate world.

4)

For entrepreneurship to thrive, there must also be a well-functioning financial sector as an engine for
economic activities.

5)

The Nigerian youth must not look down on the powers inherent in small beginnings, because over 90
percent of the businesses in the Asian Tigers were small-scale family-owned and family financed
businesses. As the scripture enjoins we should not neglect the days of our little beginnings.
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